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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The successful launching of Sputnik I on October k,
1957 1 caused many people to wonder why the United Ste.tes
had not yet launched a satellite. Aren't our scientists
intelligent enough to do this? Doesn't America have enough
manpower in science to keep up with the Russians? These
questions exemplify the anxiety of the American people.
In relation to this, the physics courses offered by
the public school systems came to the front. Physics is an
important subject in the training of physicists, chemists,
and engineers who are the trained persons needed in space
research. When the scientists and educntors examined the
high school physics courses, they found them to be inadenuate
in subject matter and the physics classes were not attracting
very many students. An outgrowth of this situation was the
development of PSSC physics. After this physics text was
developed, several groups began developing other texts,
THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this paper is to analyze three high
school physics texts in relation to the general problems f.-^cing
high school physics courses. The three courses analyzed ore
(1) Modern Physics , a traditional physics text, (?) Physics
,
the text developed by the Physical Science Study Committee,
2and (3) An Introduction to Physics . the text being developed
by Harvard Project Physics.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The traditional physics text refers to the book that
has been the most widely used high school text.
To avoid using the lengthy group naines of the .orroups
Physical Science Study Committee and Harvard Project Physics,
the terms PSSC and HPP will be used respectively throughout
this paper.
TIMELINESS OF THIS PAPER
This paper is pertinent because in the seven years
since PSSC published their physics text, there hns been much
controversy over the various high school physics courses.
Many have criticized one program or other, and many have
praised the same programs. But, fev; have tried to view them
in the perspective of the high school situation. This pnper
first presents a brief description of the three physics courses
mentioned above. Second, there is a discussion concerning
the students and physics teachers found in the high schools
today and a discussion of the scientific and technical riia.n-
power situation. Lastly, there is an evaluation of the degree
to which the physics courses fit the present situation.
* CHAPTER II
THE THREE PHYSICS COURSES
This section will briefly describe the course content,
objectives, and means of accomplishing these objectives for
each of the three physics courses. Many sources and view-
points are cited In the descriptions.
MODERN PHYSICS
The authors of Modern Physics are Charles Dull, H. Clark
Metcalfe, and John Williams. All three men are or were high
school physics teachers. In the preface to their book they
state that "the objective In Modern Physics has always been
to present physics with a directness and a simplicity that
will enable every student to achieve maximum comprehension."
The text is Indeed written in a direct m^inner. The
subject matter is divided into nine units: (1) Matter end
Energy, (2) Force and Motion, (3) Structure of Matter,
(^) Heat, (5) Sound, (6) Light, (?) Direct Current Electri-
city, (8) Alternating Current Electricity, and (9) Electronics.
Each chapter begins with an historical statement to introduce
the material. This Informs the student of the work that has
been done by different scientists in developing the concepts.
Dull, Metcalfe, and Williams, Modern Physics
.
(New York:
Holt, Hlnehart and Winston, Inc., I96O)
, p. v.
that are presented in the succeeding chapter.
The main body of the chapters are written In a direct
manner. The Important terms and concepts are emphasized by
italics, bold print, etc. Also these terms are placed In a
vocabulary list at the beginning of each chapter and are
again defined In the chapter the first time the term Is used.
The text Includes sample problems, color diagrams, and color
picture to aid the student to comprehend the material. The
authors state that they have used "... the concept of energy
2
to tie together all the traditional branches of the science."
However, this Is not obvious to the writer.
A workbook Is available for use with the text. The
first half consists of exercise sheets for each ch.'^pter. These
can be used by the teacher to test the student's understanding
of the chapter, or used by the student as a study guide, review
sheet, or self-test on a given chapter. The last h.<^lf Is the
lab manual. Instructions are given as to hovr the student
should set up the experiment; questions are asVed about each
step executed by the student; and space Is provided for the
student to record his observations. The laboratory Is con-
structed such that the student can complete an experiment In
a minimal amount of time. The questions are to help direct
^Ibld.
5the student's thinking along the lines of an experimental
scientist. Actually the students tend to do the experiments
In "cookbook" fashion; that Is, the students just follov/
directions and answer the questions Instead of trying to an-
alyze what is being done.
The i960 revision of Modern Physics has elimineted
much of the introductory, qualitative material of the earlier
editions on the assumption that the Junior high schools have
better prepared the students in general concepts of science.-^
Hence much new material dealing with nevf developments in
physics is included in the I96O edition.
A review of the latest edition to go on the market
notes that the word "modern" in the title of the book ir. best
interpreted as including all physics to date. The reviewer
says that the new physics is "skillfully intermingled with
L
the Old," and that the authors of the book "give straight-
forward exposition of facts, unafraid to use algebraic equa-
tions and numerical problems."
^Ibld .
^Noel C. Little, Everet J. Ford, and Lester G. Paldy,
"Book and Film Reviews," The Physics Teacher , IV (February,
1966), 90.
t
^Ibld.
6PSSC PHYSICS
PSSC physics is the first physics course written >)y a
research committee. The Physical Science Study Committee,
composed of a group of university and secondory school physics
teachers, was organized in 1956. The research v/as financed
by grants from the National Science Foundation. Professor
Jerrold R. Zacharlas headed the project from beginning to end.
The stimulus for the PSSC project was ". . .to p:et
around the shortage - and mediocrity - of high school physics
courses by producing a large number of teaching films in
physics along vrlth all the other classroom por^phernalla
such a course vrould require." In a recent publication the
committee suimiiarizes their goals as follov;s:
"(a) to present physics as a unified yet living and ever-
changing subject
(b) to de.'ionstrate the Interplay between experiment and
theory in the development of physics
(c) to have the student learn the basic principles and
laws of physics by interrogating nature itself, thus
learning not only the laws but also evidence for
them as well as their limitations
(d) to extend the student's ability to read critically,
to reason and to distinguish between the essential
and the perlpherlal, thereby improving his learning
skills in general
(e) to provide a sound foundation for those students
v^ho plan to study science or engineering at the
college level."'
"Paul E. Marsh and Ross A. Gortner, Federa l Aid to
Science Education ; Two Profl:rams
.
(Nev; York, I965T, l8.
7Uri Haber-Schalm, "The PSSC Course," Physic s Today,
XX (March, 196?) , 26. —
Zacharlas, In an interview with Time in 1957. stated
that he believed that one of the reasons high school physics
courses were so bad was because the textbooks are based on
the physics of 50 years ago instead of present day physics.
Also the books carelessly tack the new knowledge onto the end
of the text instead of incorporating the material into the
body of the text. In addition, Zacharias noted thot pmctlcal
applications and macrophysics , such as Archimede's principle,
is over emphasized while microphysics , the study of the atom,
has been neglected. The textbook developed in the PSSC pro-
gram concentrated on basic laws and included major discoveries
of the last few years. Zacharias indicated further th^it the
program would emphasize that physics is still an open field
and that the students may elect one of the paths of physics
Q
to follovr.^
The first edition of the text was published in I96O by
D. C. Heath and Company of Boston. A year or so l«ter a com-
plete line of film strips and a very detailed teacher handbook
became available. The course had been developed scientifically
with many students, teachers, and schools experimenting with
the materials during the four years of preparation. In order
to hasten the adoption of the new text, summer institutes
1957). ^0.
9
^"Razors at the Frontiers," Time
.
LXXVIII, (July 29,
Ibid.
8were held across the country in order to teach the prospective
high school physics teachc^.rs how to teech the new Physics .
In the preface to the text, James R. Kllllan, Jr.,
chairman of the Board of Trustees, Educational Services
Incorporated, summarized the course noting the structure of
the material and the learning path along which the student Is
to be Ipd. In part he says:
"The PSSC course consists of four closely Interconnected
parts. P.^rt I Is a general Introduction to the fundnm^'ntol
physical notions of time, space, and matter: how we /rrnsp
and how we measure them."
".
. .In this first examine) tlon of nntter, we develop
the concepts of mass and of Its conservation."
"Throughout, the student Is led to realize th'>t physics
Is a single subject of study. In partlculf^r, time, spnce,
and matter cannot be separated. Furthermore, he sees thnt
physics Is a developing subject, and thnt this d'-velopment
Is the Imaginative work of men and women like him."
"The toJlcs In the PSSC course ere selected and ordered
to progress from the simple and familiar to the more subtle
Ideas of modern atomic physics. In Part I we have looked
at a broad picture of the universe. Now as we examine
certain fields of physics In more detail, vre start In
Part II with Light."
"During the first half of the course, the principal
emphasis Is on the kinematics of our world: where things
are, hov; big they are, and how they move, not why. In
Part III we turn to a closer look at motion, this time
from a dynamical point of view."
"The laws of conservation of momentum and of enertry are
Introduced through a combination of theory and laboratory
exploration. These laws form a substantial portion of
Part III."
"Part IV Introduces the student to electricity and
through it to the physics of the atom."-'-^
^^Physical Science Study Committee, Physics
.
(Boston;
D. C. Heath and Company, I96O)
, pp. v-vl
.
One must agree with the authors of the text that
they have come up vjlth a new physics course. Much comment
about it has resulted, 0. -L" Brauer, Professor of Physics
and Chemistry, Emeritus at San Jose State College, is very
critical of PSSC physics. Some of his comments Include the
following:
"In i960 their text came out. It is a freak among
physics texts. It omits all the physics needed to under-
stand our civilization. It ranges in difficulty from
elementary general science to college level physics
with most of the time spent at the college level. It
assumes the background of the scientist instead of that
of the teen-age student. It wanders far afield from
physics into pure mathematics, chemistry, and astronomy.
It is not a teachable text."-^-*-
Brauer also dislikes the "indoctrination" and pressure put
on teachers to use the text,. and the amount of money behind
the project. In his article in Science Educption he ouotes
numerous teachers' comments about PSSC physics, most of whom
feel that the book is too difficult for the average high
school student taking physics, although a few also note some
good points in the book. To further aid his dislike for the
new text, Brauer wrote a dramatization to emphasize that PSSC
physics does not answer the practical questions kids want to
know: What makes a baseball curve? Why a power line has
three wires? How planes fly? Brauer is of the opinion that
^^Oscar L. Brauer, "Something Dangerously New in Physics
Teaching," Science Education
, XLVII (October, I963), 365.
* 10
high school students are interested in practical applicatione
of physics and that this is a major reason many take the
subject.
,
, . ^
'
Some insight into the teachability of the PSSC text
may be obtained through D. D. Bathe's doctoral dissertation,
Certain Physics Generalizations Desirable for Students to
Attain Before Taking Physical Science Study Committee *s
Hi^h School Physics Course . Rathe states:
"The word generalization was restricted to a com-
prehensive objective statement that ragy (a) describe,
interpret, and make order out of our experience with the
physical world; (b) help recognize common^-.lities in-
volved with hitherto unknown physical phenomena; and
(c) formalize rather inclusively certain experiences
with the physical world which have the essential attri-
butes of a class or logical species. "^-^
In the dissertation Rathe lists 223 generalizations agreed
upon by himself and a number of other teachers as desirable
for the students to know before taking PSSC Physics . The
teachers also rated the generalizations ^s to whether they
strongly agreed, agreed, undecided, disagreed, or strongly
disagreed with the necessity of having the particular generali-
zation. Approximately the first one hundred generalizations
were agreed to be most desirable for the student to know, with
^-^Oscar L. Brauer, "Conventional Physics Against PSSC
Physics," Science Education
.
Xi^-i-X (March, I965), I7O-I7I.
3d. D. Rathe, "Certain Physics Generalizations Desir-
able for Students to Attnin Before Taking the Physical Science
Study Committee's High School Physics Course," Science
Education
, XLIX (March, I965) , 128.
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the rest not being as necessary.
This list of 223 generalizations range from (1) "Elec-
trons, protons, and neutrons are basic units of =^n atom" to
(223) "Waves rebound from media boundaries if Impedances <»re
not matched." The writer questions v/hether many of those gen-
eralizations could possibly be known to the students withont
a course in physics offered by most high schools or an out-
standing general science course. How many students enroll in
high school physics knowing that an electrical current is
accompanied by a magnetic field (#104) or that the force of
repulsion between like charges depends upon the size of these
charges and their distance apart (//8R)?
On the contrary a representative of PSSC insists that
PSSC physics is aimed at the student normally taking physics
(the student who plans to take physics because of scientific
interest or future need in college) and that the textb^^ok
assumes a background of junior high school general science.
Also the mathematics requirements are to be minimal.
One point often emphasized by critics of PSSC physics
is that parts of the text are unnecessarily wordy and com-
plicated. Mr. Clinton Kaufman, Coordinator of the Science
Department of Wichita High School Southeast, In conjunction
with this says thnt the authors have some times gone too far
^^Url Haber-Schalm, "The PSSC Course," Phyrlcs Today
.
XX (March. 196?) , 30.
n ' . '"'; . ' -4 12
afield before comln,'^ to thp point In ordpr to rnfikp .<^tudents
think. He also finds that the first nine yieeks vrork is
difficult to motivate , but it must be taught first in order
to maintain continuity.
The laboratory for PbbC physics has resulted in the
first development of student apparatus. The labs vfere orig-
inally set up to be uninstructed . Hovrever,'"A happy medium
had to be found between providing students with detailed cook-
book instructions on equipment use and turning them loose
without any instructions to fumble along with the hope thnt
at least some would be able to reach some useful conclusions,
before they were entirely discouraged and lost." Mr. Knufman
cites the laboratory as the central focus of PSSC physics. He
says the students are sent into the laboratory v;ith only simple
directions and equipment - not with pre-established conclusions.
In the laboratory, the student is to discover the principles
for himself. Data is supplied for him only if it would be
too difficult to obtain under normal high school conditions.
He further indicates that the text is a supplement to the lab-
oratory and is to help the student find the specific principle
-'a letter from Mr. Kaufman. See the appendix.
Url Haber-Schalm, "The PSSC Course," Physics Todny,
XX (March, 196?) , 30.
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and its ramifications. The number of topics is limited but
allows greater depth of exploration of those presented.
"The problems expand the concept and permit the student to
analyze the nssuraptions of conditions and arrive nt conclusions,
rather than looking for the right formula to 'plug into.'"
To accompany the basic textbook, laboratory, and
four volume teacher guide, P3SC requested several physicists
to write a series of books to supply outside reading for the
students interested in additional information. These books .
were published in paperback by Doubleday of New York as the
Science Study Series. Some of the titles are The Birth of
a New Physics by I, Bernard Cohen, Hovf Old Is the Earth? by
Patrick M. hurley. Echoes of Bats and Ken by Donald R. Griffin,
S oa p Bubbles by C. V. Boys, Crystals and Crystal Growing by
Singer and Holden, VJaves and the Ear by David, Pierce and
Van Bergeijk, The Physics of Television by Lutyens and Fink,
Magnets by Francis Bitter, The Neutron Story by Donald Hua:hes,
The Restless Atoms by Alfred Romer , and Horns , Strings . wnd
Harmony by Arthur Benade. . i
17A letter from Mr. Kaufman. See the appendix.
" Ibid.
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HAHVAHD PROJECT PHYSICS
A second agency now developing a new physics course Is
Harvard Project Physics. This group began with a grant from
the Carnegie Corporation In 1962 and Is headed by Dr. Jpnes
Rutherford, an experienced high school science teacher p.ud
adinlnlstrator In California and now at Harvard Graduate
School of Education; Professor Watson, a science educator in
the Harvard Graduate School of Education; and Gerald Holt on, a
physicist working in the history of science at Harvard. The
other members of this group include not only physicists and
high school teachers, but also chemists, historians of science,
philosophers of science, science educators, and experts in
IQ
scientific manpower problems. -^
The group was inspired mainly by the decline in physics
enrollment. Harvard Project Physics cites three m^Jor reasons
for trying to Increase physics enrollment: (1) High school
Juniors and seniors are making career decisions and they will
probably pass up physics as a career if they have no intro-
duction to the subject; (2) Some acquaintance with science
and scientific thinking is becoming Increasingly essential;
and (3) It is Important to show the students who go on to
college to study the humanities or social sciences that
19
-'Gerald Holton, "Project Physics. A Report on Its
Aims and Current Status," The Physics Teacher
. V (May, 196?),
198
.
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"physics is neither an isolated bloodlrss body of fncts nnd
theories with mere vocntional usefulness nor « crlorious enter-
20
tainnient restricted to an elite of specialists."
dtt is in the process of developing a course with a
cultural approach to physics, attempting to present the sub-
ject as an interesting, dynamic field. In their first News-
letter, HPP indicated that the purpose of their course was to
".
. . catch the Interest of the large, untapped group of stu-
dents who do not enroll in a physics course at all, perhaps
because their inclinations and talents are not focused on
what they may regard to be narrowly pre-prof essional physics
,21
The first draft of the HPP textbook wns based en the
college text. Introduction to Concepts and Theories in Phy-
sical Science by Gerald Holton. The first draft was used by
one public and one private secondary school during the 1963-64
22
school year. Since then, the revised texts have been ti^sted ,
The group hopes to have most of the course materials avail-
23
able by late next year or early I969.
^^Gerald Holton, "Harvard Project Physics," Physics
Today
.
XX (March, 196?)
,
31-33.
21Harvard Project Physics, Newsletter 1, (Fall, 1964), 4.
' Ibid
, p. 5»
.
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Serious work on the new physics course did not bep!;ln
until June, 196^^. The plan wns to write, test, 8nd rewrite
the materials every year during a four-year cycle. During
the progress of HPP's work they have moved away from the text
as the major source of lnforma.tion for the student to a heavier
dependence on films, guides, readings,, and transparencies.
There have been approximately ten transparencies per unit pnd
eighty film loops prepared to accompany the six unit student
guide or text. -^
Holton describes the course content as follows:
"We have divided the basic course material into six
units, each of which is meant to occupy the average
class for one to two months. The Student Guide for Unit 1 •
Concepts of Motion has four chapters .... The main
theme is how to know a great deal while being practically
ignorant of details. . . . Here we have a chance to let
students learn about motion. . . .
"Entitled Motion in the Heavens Unit 2 de^^ls with the
dynamics of out planetary system. . . .in this unit we
. . .set the achievement of on understanding of the
motions in its historical context as well ns raise such
methodological questions as hov: one is to decide between
rival theories,
"Unit 3 is the triumph of the mechanistic point of view
throughout physics: the laws of conservation of masp ^nd
momentum; mechanical energy and the first law of thermo-
dynamics (with the second law to be treated only auali-
tatlvely); kinetic theory, with some explicit attention
23Gerald Holton, "Project Physics. A Report on Its
Aims and Current Status," The Physics Teacher , V (May, 196?),
198,
Zk
Ibid .
2'5
•^Gerald Holton, "Harvard Project Physics," Physics
Today , XX (March, 196?), 33.
•-
*
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to the great povier and limits of the model, r.nd the nevr
thene of our ability to rr^ster chaos; finally, «oinp;
further from the di.scunslon of two-body problems, a chap-
ter on mechanical waves. . . .
"We are now ready for the treatment of electricity,,
magnetism, and lip^ht - in short, the failure of the ra'^cha-
nistlc view and the beginning of a new phyrics. This is
the subject of Unit U. . . .
"Unit 5 deals with the models of the atom: the chemical
basis of atomic theory; electrons ?ind nuanta; the nuantum-
theoretical model of the atom; and some introduction to
subsequent theories, particularly wave-particle dualism.
"Unit 6 is on the nucleus: radioactivity; isotopes;
the nucleus and elementary particles; nuclear energy and
nuclear forces."^"
HFF labs are not committed to having the students
"discover" laws and physical relationships in the laboratory,
although the group does believe that "discovery" is an effec-
27tive method of learning given ample time in the lab, ' HPP
has written 25 experiments vrhlch they have labeled as "b'5slc"
to the course. ' -
"The exact emphasis that the teacher ol.^^ces on the
experiment will depend upon his own predilections and
experience, on the ability of his class, and on the
physical conditions in his school. The experiments are
coupled to the text, but rather loosely, so that neither
should depend upon the other for its understanding."
26Gerald Holton, "Project Physics. A Report on Its
Aims and Current Status," The Physics Teacher , V (Hay, 196?)
,
206-208.
27John Harris, "The Laboratory in Project Physics,"
The Physics Teacher
. V (May, I967), 22^^.
^^Ibld.
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Besides the student crulde and laboratory mnnual, HPP
Is developing about twenty supplemental units such "s
Accelerators and Reactors
, Biophysics
.
The Physics of Music
.
Physics for the Airplane Passen.R:er
.
Particle Physic?
.
etc.^^
In their publications HPP emphasizes that the project h^s
ff
.planned to produce a course th^t c.-^n be finished
in one year in any school. An experienced teacher or one
with an above-average class should be able to finish the
material of the six basic units in six to eii^ht months
leaving one to three months for enrichment by means of
units chosen by the teacher himself. "30
This is done because HPP believes that any successfully taught
course must involve the teacher. "It must be teacher-centered,
not so much in having the teacher take class time in lecturing,
but rather in the choices that the teacher will make to find
a course and a role congenial to him."31
^^Gerald Holton, "Project Physics. A Reoort on Its
Aims and Current Status," The Physics Teacher
. V (May, 196?),
208,
30Gerald Holton, "Harvard Project Physics," Physics
Today
. XX (March, 196?), 33. , —
^^Ibid. • '
CHAPTlifl III
THE HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS SITUATION
Before any group cnn write a succesnful phynlcn course
the group must be aware of the students nnd teachers who
will use the course. The vrrlters of these courses c«nnot
assume that the average hl^h school senior knows calculus
when this Is not the case. A high school text using calculus
today would not be acceptable in the majority of the high
schools. •
STUDENT ENROLLMENT IN PHYSICS
There has been a steady decline In the percentage of
high school students enrolling In physics since the turn of
the century, while there has been a drara^itlc Increase In
biology enrollment. Since 1910 the chemistry enrollment has
been fairly constant. This Is all shown clearly In figure 1.
A closer look at the situation since 19'^8 is presented in
figure 2. In figure 2 the percentages are in reference to
the total number of students in the grade that normally enrolls
in biology, chemistry, or physics respectively. Again the
trend is upv:ard for biology enrollment, steady to slight
Increase for chemistry, and downward for physics. Looking
strictly at the number of students enrolled in physics since
19'^8, the enrollment has Increased slightly, but the number
of students in the twelfth grade has more than doubled as
seen in figure 3»
20
^Gen jral
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»9^0 mo 1950 jgeo
YEAR
FIGURE 1
NUMBLR OF STUDENT:^ ENROLLED IN SCIENCE. (FROM
liiUlVAHD PROJECT PHYSICS, NEWSLETTER 1, FALL,
1964. p. 1.)
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PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN VARIOUS INTRO-
DUCTORY SCIENCE COURSES IN U. S. PUBLIC HIGH
SCHOOLS, 19^8-1964. (FROM THE PHYSICS TEACHER,
MAY, 1967, p. 213.)
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.
viewing the stntisticn In another way, on^^ can
(perhaps) convince oneself that physics enrollment has
Increased! Klelnraan argues in this m^mner. Consider a four-
year high school today with an enrollment of 500. Probably
only one hundred of the students would be seniors of whom
probably only 25 vrould be eligible to take physics. Those 25
represent only five percent of the entire high school. If
one further considers that the typical ages of high school
students are 1^-1?, one can find from census surveys that only
80 percent of this group attend high school. Therefore only
four percent (80^ x 5^ = k%) of the 1'4-17 year olds are now
taking high school physics. On the other hand, in 1900, only
about ten percent of the 1^-17 age group attended high school.
Of this ten percent, 19 percent took physics; therefore less
than tvjo percent of the total high school age population took
physics in 1900. Using this reasoning the enrollment in
physics has doubled.
In sum, the number of students going to high school
has drastically increased. The result is that more "average"
students are in the high schools; that is, the public schools
are trying to educate all 1^-1? year olds, not Just the in-
telligent and financially able persons. Therefore, groups
Gladys S. Kleinman, "All Is Not Lost: The Hich School
Physics Enrollment Picture Is Not as Black as It Seems!" The
Physics Teacher
. Ill (March, I965), 120-121.
concerned with physics courses in the high school will hnve
to decide which students should take physics or if all stu-
dents should take the subject before writing "their" physics
course.
PHY3ICS TiiACHLiRS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
Few high schools throughout the nation are large
enough to have five classes of physics and therefore employ a
2
teacher who teaches only physics. Thus the physics teacher
has to be prepared in at least one other field which he must
also teach. Furthermore, most high school teachers do not
complete 28 or J>0 hours of physics which is required for a
physics major in most physics departments.
".
. .by the National Association of State Directors of
Teacher Education and Certification and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science for the National
Science Foundation found that ?6 percent of the high
school physics teachers had taken fewer th^n nine semester
hours of college physics, 41 percent had taken between
nine and seventeen semester hours , and only 3^ percent
had taken eighteen or more hours of physics. "3
This indicates that only 3? percent of the physics teachers in
the United States have the number of college physics hours
that is required for a minor or major in physics.
Another critical factor related to this situation is
that the annual number of college graduates in the United
2Winston Cram, "Prospective Physics Teacher Development,"
a lecture given April 3, 196?, at Kansas State University.
-'Fred Boercker
, "Education and Manpower in Physics,"
Physics Today
.
XVii (September, 1964), kj,
,
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StPites certified to teach phyclcc hos stayed less thf^n 500
since 1950 nnd then only 60 percent of these enter the
teaching profession after graduation. Thus, this yenrly
Input of 300 qualified teachers Is merely "a drop In the
bucket." To put It Into figures, this group Is only tvro per-
cent of the l6,?00 persons who teach physics In high school.
This does not come close to providing adequate replacements
for the normal turnover in high school physics teachers.
Without qualified teachers, the schools are forced to hire
the ". . .kind of science teachers who have never studied
science or who have taken a couple of general science courses
and are put in to fill an 'emergency' and then retained
because they have 'experience.'"-'
In upgrading the quality of physics taught in the high
school, it cannot be so advanced that the poorly prepared
teachers are not able to understand the text the agencies
want them to teach.
NEED FUH SCIENTIFIC MANPOVJER
In 1961, the Bureau of Labor Statistics conducted a
study for the National Science Foundation investigating the
Ibid.
^"Science Teachers," New Republic
.
CXLII (January ^,
i960) ,6.
--
... ..
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long-range demands for scientific ond technlcnl personnel.
The bureau found thnt there is a demand for 106,000 new
workers each year in scientific and technical fields. Eighty-
five thousand of the 106,000 are for newly created jobs,
while the other 21,000 workers are for replacements; that is,
persons to replace the workers vrho have retired, taken a new
job outside this field, or died. The need as viewed by fields
is for 81,000 engineers and 25,000 scientists.
The demand being established, from v;here will the supply
of workers come? Looking first for the supply of 81,000 new
engineers per year, the bureau reports that 19.000 will
probably come from other fields and the remaining 62,000
workers will have to come from the engineering colleges. How-
ever, to compensate for the current fact that one in seven
engineering graduates do not enter the profession,' the
colleges will have to graduate 70,000 engineers per yenr in
order to meet the needs. At present the colleges graduate
only ^5.000 engineers including those with master and doc-
toral degrees. This leaves 25.000 engineers unaccounted for.
In the sciences the report finds a closer balance
between demand and supply. However, Mr. Trytten believes
M. H. Trytten, "Advances In Science - and the Need for
Scientists," School Life . XLV (October, 1962), 6,
"^Ibid.
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that the report ". . .does not reflect the substantial
demands that will be made in certain accelerated programs In
which the national interest is involved nnd thp Federal
Government is leading in its support." Trytten sites the
National Space and Aeronautics Agency as an example. "In
three or four years its annual budget may go up to five
billion and conservative estimates say this will menn 1,000
9
additional staff members at the doctoral level."
A more recent study completed , which is e follow up
to the one mentioned above, shovjs that a sufficient number of
scientists will enter the labor market, but there will be a
drastic shortage of engineers.
^Ibid.
%bld.
'^"Scientists and Engineers, I96O-7O: Supply and
Demand," Monthly Labor Review
,
(November, I963) , 1282.
CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS
Chapter II presented a brief description of three high
school physics courses. Chapter III presented some f^cts
concerning the high school physics situation. Before one con
determine which course should be taught in the high school or
even determine the outstanding points of each phyf:-ics course,
one has to decide upon the aim or role of the high school
physics course and physics te.9ching.
Peter Thompson clt<;s two reasons for teaching high
school physics: (1) Colleges expect the science majors to
have had it; and (2) The general college student needs high
school physics because most liberal educations omit science,
and physics helps the student to reason and helps him with
mathematical thinking. Drozin also cites a need to teach
physics to non-college bound students, since this would be
2their last chance to take such a course.
EVALUATION
Based on the above reasons for teaching high school
Peter Thompson, "An Argument for Physics at the Secon-
dary Level," The Physics Teacher , V (March, 196?), 133
.
^V. G. Drozin, "Need for Multiplicity of Physics
Courses," The Physics Teacher
,
III (November, I965)
, 371.
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physics, It is logical to assume that one physics course
would not fulfill all the demands placed upon It by the three
various student groups. FSSC and Modern Phyrlcs could h«st
be used for science oriented groups. PSSC supporters believe
their course is best. PSSC has developed student l«b eoulp-
ment nnd hnve emphasized basic unifying principles in physics,
A study by Heath further indicates that PSSC students acouire
a cognitive style measured by the Concealed Figures Test to
a greater degree than the ti^aditional physics student. Also
this cognitive style is related to achievement scores of the
PSSC classes. However in the control group, this "use of
objects in a nev; way" was not related to achievement on the
traditional test.-^ Hence, the traditional course, sueh as
Modern Physics needs to be taught in a different manner if
the students are to develop as much reasoning power as the
PSSC .students.
Although the average student is supposed to be able
to achieve in PSSC physics, this writer believes that HPP
has a more reasonable program for the students interested in
a college major other than science. HPP would fit Hounshell's
goal of science teaching which is to help the student
3
^R. W. Heath, "Comparison of Achievement in Two
Physics Courses," Journal of Experimental Education
.
XXXII (Summer, 196^), 348.
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understand the meaning, significance and potential of sci'^nce
and scientific processes so they vzill be able to accept and
appreciate change.^ In fact one of HPP's main goals is to
reach the non-science major, and from the information avail-
able to date the writer believes that HPP is developing an
excellent course. The major Innovation thf.t particularly
appeals to the writer is that HPP is preparing a "Basic course"
with a lot of supplementary materials so the teacher can still
develop his ovm individual course to suit his individual course
to suit his individual class.
A physics course for the non-college bound student
could be any of the three physics courses described. The
class may be composed of students going into tn^de fields
such as auto mechanics, printing, farm labor, etc., who may
be interested in the practical applications that are associ-
ated with a traditional course in physics. Or, they may be
students who Just want to be able to discuss science and
current science events, such as the space program, intelli-
gently. In this case HPP may be the desirable program.
Matthews has taught PSSC physics to "low ability students."^
^P. B. Hounshell, "Wh^t Knowledge Is of Nost VJorth in
Science," High School Journal
.
XLVIII (February, 1%5) , 3'4-8.
^Richard E. Matthews, "PSSC and the Low Ability Student,"
The Physics Teacher
. V (January, 196?), y^-35.
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So it Is possible that this course could h^^ve a place in a
class of non-college bound students.
Although there are a variety of physics textr. from
which to choose, this does not help the small high school
meet the needs of the variety of student Interests find
abilities when the enrollment in physics is enouP:h to ,1uptlfy
only one physics class. For this situation, a flexible
course is needed, which can offer numerous posKlbilitles to
satisfy the variety of student interests and capabilities.
Drozin also identifies this need and has suggested that such
a variable textbook consist of four parts: (1) the Core,
(2) an Advanced Supplement, (3) an Historical and Cultural
Supplement, and (4) a Technical Supplement. HPP has done
this to an extent by developing a "basic course" with sup-
plementary units , but the materials are all in line vrith
part -three of Drozin* s suggestion.
CONCLUSIONS
It may well be that the whole high school physics pro-
blem is reducible to the realization that no physics text-
book can constitute a successful physics course. Hence,
there needs to be a teacher who knows enough physics to be
able to make the course satisfy the Interests, needs, and
V. G. Drozin, loc . cit.
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capabilities of the individuals in the cl-^sses. Drozin's
suggestion for a flexible text probobly would make the teachers*
job much easier, but still it would not fit every closs. One
of the major weaknesses of PS3C physics is that the fr.roup
tried to write a self-contained text. They admit th^it this
turned out not to be desirable. Further Goldfarb asks for
a syllabus which is not written by those long removed from
the high school scene. ^ ,. ,„
Perhaps HPP has learned from the mistakes of PSSC
,
since HPP has emphasized in their news releases thRt theirs
Q
is a "teacher - centered" course.^ Modern Physics has not
changed its philosophy of physics presentation, although the
text does have a more or less complete coverage of physics
from Newton to the twentieth century physics. Therefore the
teacher has the lioerty to choose whichever sections of the
book, he teaches, and has the further opportunity to de-emphasize
the need of working numerical problems for students who would
not benefit from them.
''url Kaber-Schaim, "The PSSC Course," Physics Today ,
XX (March, 196?) , 2?.
°Melvin I. Goldfp.rb, "Students and a Third Course,"
The Physics Tencher . Ill (September, 1965), 272.
9Gerald Holton, "Project Physics. A Report on Its Aims
and Current Status," The Physics Teacher, V (Kay, 196?)
,
210-211.
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Many hl^h school physics te-^chers expresslnp: thfAr
views of the physics problem in The Physics Teacher indicate
much the same view, Matthews illustrates v/hot c*^n be done vrith
PSSC physics when a teacher modifies the original course.
Hutchisson says it is the responsibility of the teacher to
make sure the physics course is appropriate for the cl'^-^ss.
Brother Shamus declares that ". . .physics will be a popular
subject when physics teachers show the students th^t physics
is such an interesting subject that it is well worth pny dif-
12ficulty involved."
Others when writing about the quality of physics
courses also speak of the teacher not the text.
"The science teacher must transmit to the student the
ability to determine what is essential and xvrh-^t is non-
essential to the thought experiment. He the te^^cher
needs to be well acnuainted with the history of rcience
and with the history of ideas to enable him to help the
student develop this ability. The student should be
encouraged, to find further historical ex^^mples of his ov/n.
Perhaps this is the real goal of a physics teacher rather
than to try to teach a student details of a particular
set of experiments and claim that this is the providence
of phys
perT.m'
ics."-'-3
'•^Hatthews
,
loc . cit .
Elmer Hutchisson, "Physics in Our High Schools - A
National Problem," The Physics Teacher , II (November, 196^),
386.
12Brother Shamus, CL-^.X., "A High School Physics Survey,"
The Physics Teacher , III (March, 1965), 12^.
-^John K. Wood, "Aristotle and the Physics Student,"
American Journal of Physics
.
XXVI (i^larch, 1958) , I78.
3^
Buchta mentions th-nt the quality of teaching could be Imoroved
.
Miller stresses that the teachers should pass out less focts
and teach the students to ask the right questions needed to
analyze problems. ^ HPP commits themselves to the statement:
"We hold that, despite the embattled state of high
school physics teaching as a profession, a successfully
taught course must deeply involve the teacher. It must
be teacher-centered, not so much in having the teacher
take class time in lecturing, but rather in the choices
that the teacher will make to find a course and a role!
il to him."'-°congenial
Thus others also believe that a textbook does not constitute
a physics course; the teacher plays a very Important part
in a successful course.
It is not unreasonable to believe that high school
physics courses will not Improve until the qu^^lity of high
school physics teachers have Improved. Since Young reports
that physics majors tend to be the best high school physics
teachers ,-'' graduating more physics teachers with more semester
hours of college physics than his present counterparts seems
to be one step in the right direction. Most teachers do not
Ik
J. W. Buchta, "Improvement of Teaching as a Factor
in the Production of Physicists," American Journal of Physics,
XXIV (March, 1956). 155-156.
'^J. S. Miller, "It Is Important to Know What Questions
to Ask," American Journal of Physics
. XXVIII (January, I960),
38.
Holton, ££. cit . . 210.
17
'Victor J. Young, "A Report on Pre-College Physics,"
The Physics Teacher
. LV (January, 1966), 20.
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seem to hnve had enough physics education to en^^ble them to
make the changes needed In established textbooks. On th**
other hand, how nuch physics is enough for the teacher Is ^
difficult qUFStion to answer. Perhaps eighteen hours is the
minimum requirement, as this would allow the teacher to com-
plete a basic two semester introductory physics course (8-10
hours), an introductory atomic physics course (3 hours), and
one or two physics courses beyond this of the teacher's choice
(k—6 hours) such as mechanics, nuclear physics, optics, therrno-
dynaralcs , or electricity and magnetism.
Such an emphasis on the teacher is not to deny the
fact that many believe that the improved physics laboratory
apparatus, films, and other teaching aids are useful. Tomer,
IQ 20Shamus , ^ and Potter are just three who believe the materials
PSSC developed are helping to improve physics. Perhaps the
HPP materials will also help. The point is, however, that a
teacher well versed in his subject can probably improvise
equipment where needed, but a fine set of teaching materials
cannot replace a qualified teacher. This, then, is the case
1 R
D. V/. Tomer, "High School Physics Courses," The
Physics Teacher , V (January, 196?), 39-40.
•^
^Brother Shamus, C.F.X., "A High School Physics
Survey," The Physics Teacher , III (March, I965) , 121-124.
20
J. G. Potter, "Comments on Results of the Physics
Teacher Survey," The Physics Teacher
,
III (i'^arch , I965)
,
118-119.
with Modern Physics . PSSC , and HPP. With a choice of prop;rAms
,
the competent teacher can alter the basic physics course to
fit the classroom situation, even though the resultinf^ course
might not be the same as the original structure and purpose of
any one of them in particular.
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APPfil^DIX
Copy
February 2, I966
Miss Bernadlne L. Hale
1500 N. Manhattan
Manhattan, Kansas 665 02
Dear Miss Hale:
Your letter arrived during our last week of the semester.
I was busy with tests, averaging grades, and the other multi-
tude of things that come up at the close of one and beginning
of another semester. I hope this reply Is not too l-^ite to be
of some value to you.
Sheryl Alloway Is right In assuming that I prefer P3SC
to the more conventional approaches In physics. However, the
contrast Is not as distinct as It was six years ago when I
first started vflth PSSC . Two new texts,
Physics by Taffel, Allyn, and Bacon
Foundations of Physics by Lehrraan, 3w9rtz , and Holt
both Incorporate a gre.'^t deal of the philosophy of the PSSC
approach. Others have selected some ideas but their bfisic ap-
proach is still to teach a major principle, do problems to fix
the method of solution in the student's mind, and finally send
him into the laboratory to see if he can get data that will
corroborate the principle. The laboratory rannu-'^il for exped-
iency's salce has every detail worked out, and all that is nec-
essary is to write the numbers in the designated place.
PSSC, on the other hand, sends the student Into the
laboratory v/ith simple instructions and equipment, but no con-
clusions. There he is to discover the principles for himself.
Sometimes the data Is supplied if it would be too difficult
to obtain In the average high school laboratory.
The text then supplements the laboratory to help find
the specific principle and its ramifications. The number of
Pp.ge 2
topics Is grern.tly reduced but those presented are explored In
much greater depth. The problems expand the concept and per-
mit the student to analyze the assumptions or conditions and
arrive at conclusions, rather than looking for the right for-
mula to "plug into."
Conventional courses usually present mechanics, heat,
sound, light, electricity, and something they normally call
modern physics. Each unit is independent and they can be
taught in any order with only a very little planning. In
PSSC there are some themes, for example, measurement, momen-
tum, energy, the particle structure of matter, that run through-
out the course and thus present physics as a unified whole.
There is a set of films especially made to supplement
the course that are exceptionally well dene. The teacher's
manual comes in four volumes that not only show hovr to work
the exercises, or problems, but give many suggestions for
things to do and what pitfalls to avoid in the planning of
each lesson.
Now let me enumerate some of the less desirable things.
The first nine weeks work is difficult to motivate, but must
be taught first because of continuity, -farts of the text nre
unnecessarily wordy and compliceited. In order to make students
think the authors sometimes go too far afield before coming
to the point. Some of the problems are very difficult. The
new edition of the text has Improved in many of these areas,
but, in my Judgment, did not change as much as is desirable.
Hov/ever, in Wichita, we did adopt the new addition for the
next ^-5 years.
Any student that can do conventional can do PSSC physics.
For the slovfer ones the teacher must depend on the laboratory
even more than for those who read easily with good compre-
hension. The course is designed for the non-science mnjor to
give him an understanding of how scientists work and think, and
of the cultural contributions of science to man's knowledge.
At the same time, it lays an excellent foundation for those pre-
paring to take calculus and more physics and chemistry.
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PS3C does very little in specific utilitarian value for
the student v;ho V7lll go directly into a garage, mpchine shop,
or radio shop after graduation. The course will reveal the
student '.vith an accurate memory but who does not understand
basic principles. This oftentimes neans students with pre-
viously very high grade averages do not shoiir up well. I think
thc,t is a good thing. They often do not agree.
All members of the American Association of Physics
Teachers receive the magazine Physics Today. In the Ipst 4
to 5 years it has had some excellent nrticles on the stntus
of PooC physics in the high schools throughout the nation.
The Science Teacher may have had some. My files are Incom-
plete or I would try to find some of these articles. However,
rather than delaying this reply any longer, I v:lll send it
as is .
Sincerely yours.
Clinton Kaufman
Coordinator,
Science Dept.
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NEW HIGH SCrOOL PKYSICF. G3UR.VES
DO THICY ANSl.E'? Till.: PROi'LEKS?
The purpose of the report vuig to onolyzc three hif^h
sci ool phypior, texts in rolrtioti to the (/.erKirijl prohlern!:)
fsclnt; lii;.,'~' ecIjooI physics courEec, The three couree;. sno-
lyzed were (1) Modern P iiy £ i c
s
by Dull, Ketcolfc, und V/illiams,
a tradiaionol text, (2) Physicg , the text developed by the Phy-
sical Science Study Gomtnittee, and (3) An Introduction to
Fhypjcs , the text bein,^ developed by Ikirvoro Project Physics.
In tl.c report tt.e analysis of ti^e three p£iysics texts
is followed by 8 section describin^^ tlie hii_,h school physics
teachers, th^e high school physics enrollment, snd the scien-
tific manpower situations.. After on evaluation of the problems
based upon goals of nhysics courses stated by current te&chers
of high scncol pl.ysics, the following points vjere mode: (1)
The teaching materials and laboratory apparatus developed by
PSSC have been liseful in the improvement of physics, but
tliere seems to be a limit, beyond which, improved teacning
materials ore of little value; (2) A physics textbook alone
can not constitute a successful physics course since the
teacher plays a very important role in the successful course;
(3) It is unlii<:ely that further im.provementsin high school
physics coursed will occur until the training of high school
physics teachers has improved.
